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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we introduce the notion of weak core and central weak core inverse
in a proper ∗-ring. We further elaborate on these two classes by producing a few
representation and characterization of the weak core and central weak core invert-
ible elements. We investigate additive properties and a few explicit expressions for
these two classes of inverses through other generalized inverses. In addition to these,
numerical examples are provided to validate a few claims on weak core and central
weak core inverses.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background and motivation
Let R be a ring with involution. The notion of core inverse on arbitrary ∗-ring was in-
troduced in [1] and has been investigated over the past few years. However, the authors
of [2,3] introduced the concept of core inverse for matrices earlier.The Drazin inverse
introduced in [4] on rings and semigroups. Several representations and properties of
the core invertible elements in ∗-ring were considered in [5]. But the weak Drazin in-
verse of matrices discussed in [6] for studying special kinds of systems of differential
equations. Then, Wang and Chen [7] introduced the weak group inverse for complex
matrices. In this connection, Zhou et al. [8] introduced the notion of the weak group
inverse in proper ∗-rings.
The main idea of central Drazin inverse comes from the commuting properties of
generalized inverses (see [9, Example 2.8]). Following this subclass of the Drazin in-
vertible elements, Wu and Zhao [10] have discussed a few characterizations of central
Drazin invertible elements in a ring. The authors of [11], further discussed one-sided
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central Drazin invertible elements in a ring. The vast literature on the core inverses in
∗-rings and multifarious extensions along with subclasses of the Drazin inverse [6,11],
and group inverse [7], motivates us to introduce weak core and central weak core
inverse in a proper ∗-ring.
The main contributions of this paper are listed in the following points.
• Introduce weak core and central weak core inverse in a proper ∗-ring.
• Discuss a few explicit expressions for the weak core and central weak core inverse
in a proper ∗-ring through other generalized inverses like Drazin inverse, core
inverse and Moore-Penrose inverse.
• Several characterizations and representations of these two classes of the inverses
are established.
• Additive properties for both weak core inverse and central weak core inverse are
presented.
The various kind of generalized inverses and its relations are demonstrated in Figure
1. A large amount of work has already been devoted to the Moore-Penrose [1,12,13],
the Drazin [4], core [2,3], core-EP [14,15] invertible elements in a ring. The purpose of
this paper is to propose two classes of core inverses, i.e., weak core inverse and central
weak core inverse. We investigate the properties of these two classes of inverses and
relationships with other generalized inverses. The major strength of these classes is
that it can be applied easily to C∗-algebra (see Koliha et al. [12] for the Moore–Penrose
inverse).
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Figure 1. Structural representation of different generalized inverses
On the other hand, the problem of the sum of two generalized invertible elements in
∗-ring has generated a tremendous amount of interest in the algebraic structure of ring
theory [16–18]. In this context, Moore [19] first discussed the invertible elements in a
complex matrix ring. Since then, many researchers studied the additive properties for
various classes of generalized inverses in [16,20–22]. In the paper, we derive an explicit
expression for weak core and central weak core invertible element in proper ∗-ring.
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1.2. Outlines
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss some useful notations and
definitions along with a few essential preliminary results. Weak core inverse and its
characterizations are established in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss central weak
core inverse and its relation with other generalized inverses. The paper is summarized
in Section 5 along with a few future perspectives for weak core and central weak core
inverse.
2. Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, we use the notation aR = {az : z ∈ R} and Ra = {za : z ∈
R}. The center of R is denoted by C(R). The right annihilator of a is defined by
{z ∈ R : az = 0} and is denoted as ao. Similarly, the left annihilator of a is defined
by {z ∈ R : za = 0} and is denoted as oa. Let us recall the definition of the Moore-
Penrose [1,12], core [2,3], core-EP [14,15], Drazin [4] inverse of an element in R.
Definition 2.1. For any element a ∈ R, consider the following equations in z ∈ R :
(1) aza = a, (2) zaz = z, (3) (az)∗ = az, (4) (za)∗ = za,
(5) az = za, (6) za2 = a, (6k) zak+1 = ak, (7) az2 = z.
Then z is called
(a) a generalized (or inner) inverse of a if it satisfies (1) and is denoted by a(1).
(b) a {1, 3} inverse of a if it satisfies (1) and (3), which is denoted by a(1,3).
(c) the Moore-Penrose inverse of a if it satisfies all four conditions (1) − (4), which
is denoted by a†.
(d) the Drazin inverse inverse of a if it satisfies the conditions (2), (5) and (6k) and
denoted by aD. Then smallest positive integer k for which the conditions are true
is called the index (Drazin index) of a and denoted by i(a). In particular, when
k = 1, it is called group inverse and denoted by a#.
(e) the core-EP inverse inverse of a if it satisfies the conditions (3), (6k) and (7) and
denoted by a †○. For k = 1, we call core inverse and denoted by a#○.
Next we present a few auxiliary results which are essential in proving some of our
results.
Lemma 2.2. [23] Let a ∈ R and a#○ exists, then a#○ = a#aa† = aa#a†.
Proposition 2.3. [15] Let a ∈ R be Drazin invertible with i(a) = k and (ak)(1,3)
exists. Then a is core-EP invertible and a †○ = aDak(ak)(1,3).
Lemma 2.4. [15] Let a, b ∈ R be Drazin invertible elements with ab = 0 = ba. Then
(a+ b)D = aD + bD.
Proposition 2.5. [24] Let a ∈ R. If an element z ∈ R satisfies aza = a , az2 = z
and (az)∗ = az, then z = a#○.
Lemma 2.6. Let a ∈ R. If there exists y ∈ R satisfying the following
ay2 = y and yak+1 = ak for some positive integer k, then
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(i) ay = amym for any positive integer m;
(ii) yay = y;
(iii) a is Drazin invertible with aD = yk+1ak, and i(a) ≤ k;
(iv) amymam = am for m ≥ k;
(v) yR = akR.
Proof. The proof of parts (i)-(iv) can be found in [25]. From y = yay = yak+1yk+1 =
akyk+1 and ak = yak+1, we obtain yR = akR.
Lemma 2.7. [1] Let b, c ∈ R. Then the following assertions hold:
(i) If bR ⊂ cR, then oc ⊂ ob;
(ii) If Rb ⊂ Rc, then co ⊂ bo.
The relation between Drazin inverse and group inverse (which was given in [26] for
matrices) is presented below.
Proposition 2.8. Let a ∈ R with i(a) = k. Then (am)# =
(
aD
)m
for all m ≥ k.
A ring is called proper ∗-ring if r∗r = 0 implies r = 0 for arbitrary element r ∈ R,
which is defined in [8], However, the authors of [12] called it as ∗-reducing. From now
on R denotes a ring with involution and this properties; we say proper ∗-ring for
short. For convenience, we use R†, R#, R#○, RD, R †○ respectively for the set of all
the Moore-Penrose, group, core, Drazin, and core-EP invertible elements of R. Next
we define an EP element in a ring with involution.
Definition 2.9. [27] An element a ∈ R is called EP if a ∈ R# ∩R† and a# = a†.
We now recall the weak group inverse [8] of a in a proper ∗-ring.
Definition 2.10. [8] Let a ∈ R. Then an element y ∈ R is called the weak group
inverse of a if it satisfies
yak+1 = ak, ax2 = x, and (ak)∗a2x = (ak)∗a. (1)
The smallest positive integer k for which (1) holds, is called the index of a (weak group
index) and denoted by indwg(a). The weak group inverse of an element is represented
by aw○ and set of weak group invertible elements is denoted by Rw○.
The relation between group inverse and weak group inverse is discussed in Remark
3.2 [8] as follows.
Proposition 2.11. [8] If a ∈ R#, then a is weak group invertible and aw○ = a#.
Next we recall the definition of central Drazin inverse of an element.
Definition 2.12. [10] Let a ∈ R. An element y ∈ R satisfying
ya ∈ C(R), yay = y, and ak+1y = ak, (2)
is called central Drazin inverse of a and denoted by a d○.
If such y exists then a is called central Drazin invertible. The smallest k for which
(2) holds, is called index (central Drazin index) of a and denoted by indcd(a). The set
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of all central Drazin elements is denoted by R d○. When k = 1, we call y, the central
group inverse of a. We collect the following useful results based on central Drazin
inverse.
Proposition 2.13. [10] Let a ∈ R d○ and x = a d○. Then the following assertions hold:
(i) ax = xa;
(ii) anxn = ax for any positive integer n.
Lemma 2.14. Let a ∈ R with i(a) = k. Then (am)# =
(
a d○
)m
for all m ≥ k.
Proof. Using Proposition 2.13, we have
am
(
a d○
)m
am = aa d○am = a d○am+1 = am,(
a d○
)m
am
(
a d○
)m
=
(
a d○
)m
ama d○ =
(
a d○
)m
,
and am(a d○)m = (a d○)mam. Hence (am)# =
(
a d○
)m
for all m ≥ k.
3. Weak core inverse
In this section, we have introduced weak core inverse of an element in a proper ∗-ring.
A few characterizations of it, are discussed thereafter. We have generalized the concept
of weak group inverse to weak core inverse and defined as follows.
Definition 3.1. Let a ∈ R. An element y ∈ R is called weak core inverse of a if it
satisfies
(6k) yak+1 = ak, (7) ay2 = y, (6∗)
(
ak
)∗
ay =
(
ak
)∗
,
and denoted by a⊞. The smallest positive integer k that satisfies (6k), (7) and (6∗), is
called the index (weak core index) of a and it is denoted by indwc(a). If such y exist
then a is called weak core invertible and the set of weak core invertible elements is
denoted by R⊞.
The uniqueness of weak core inverse is proved in the following result.
Proposition 3.2. Let a ∈ R⊞. Then the weak core inverse of a is unique.
Proof. Let x and y be two weak core-EP inverses of a. Using Definition 3.1 and
Lemma 2.6, we obtain
(ax)∗(ay) = (amxm)∗ ay = (xm)∗ (am)∗ ay = (xm)∗ (am)∗ = (amxm)∗ = (ax)∗.
Similarly, we have
(ax)∗(ax) = (ax)∗, (ay)∗(ax) = (ay)∗ and (ay)∗(ay) = (ay)∗.
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Let z = ax− ay. Then we obtain
z∗z = (ax− ay)∗(ax− ay) = (ax)∗ax− (ax)∗(ay)− (ay)∗(ax) + (ay)∗(ay)
= (ax)∗ − (ax)∗ − (ay)∗ + (ay)∗ = 0.
Since, R is proper ∗-Ring. Therefore, z = 0, i.e., ax = ay. Using ax = ay along with
Lemma 2.6, we obtain
x = xax = xam+1xm+1 = amxm+1 = yam+1xm+1 = yamxm = yax = yay = y.
Next, we establish a few characterizations of weak core inverse.
Theorem 3.3. Let a ∈ R Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) y = a⊞ and indwc(a) ≤ k.
(ii) y = yay, yR = akR = ak+1R and akR ⊆ y∗R.
(iii) y = yay, yR = akR ⊆ ak+1R and o (y∗) ⊆ o
(
ak
)
.
(iv) y = yay, o
(
ak+1
)
⊆ o
(
ak
)
= oy and o (y∗) ⊆ o
(
ak
)
.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii): Let y = a⊞ and ind(a) ≤ k. Using Lemma 2.6, we obtain y = yay
and yR = akR. Since ak+1R ⊆ akR and y = ay2 = akyk+1 = ak+1yk+2, it follow that
yR ⊆ ak+1R ⊆ akR = yR. Further it implies, yR = ak+1R. From
(
ak
)∗
ay =
(
ak
)∗
,
we have y∗a∗ak = ak. Consequently, akR ⊆ y∗R.
Using Lemma 2.7, it can be easily proved that (ii) ⇒ (iii) ⇒ (iv).
(iv) ⇒ (i): Let yay = y. Then (ya− 1) ∈ oy = o
(
ak
)
. This implies (ya− 1)ak = 0,
that is yak+1 = ak. Further, ayak+1 = ak+1. Thus (ay − 1) ∈ o
(
ak+1
)
⊆ oy. Hence
(ay − 1)y = 0. Which is equivalently ay2 = y. Again, (y∗a∗ − 1) ∈ o (y∗) ⊆ o
(
ak
)
implies y∗a∗ak = ak. Thus,
(
ak
)∗
ay =
(
ak
)∗
. Therefore, y = a⊞ and ind(a) ≤ k.
The construction of weak core inverse by using inner inverse is presented below.
Theorem 3.4. Let a ∈ R. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) a ∈ R⊞ and indwc(a) ≤ m.
(ii) There is an idempotent element p ∈ R such that amR = am+1R = pR, Ram ⊆
Ram+1 and R (am)∗ ⊆ Rp.
(iii) am+1 ∈ R(1), op = o (am) = o
(
am+1
)
, (am+1)o ⊆ (am)o, and po ⊆ ((am)∗)
o
.
If the previous assertions hold true, then the assertions (ii) and (iii) deal with the
same unique idempotent p. Furthermore, am
(
am+1
)(1)
p is invariant under the choice
of
(
am+1
)(1)
∈ am+1{1} and a⊞ = am
(
am+1
)(1)
p.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii): Let a ∈ R⊞ with ind(a) ≤ m and p = aa⊞. Then we obtain
am = a⊞am+1 = a
(
a⊞
)2
am+1 =⇒Ram ⊆ Ram+1, amR ⊆ pR,
p = aa⊞ = am
(
a⊞
)m
= am+1
(
a⊞
)m+1
=⇒ pR ⊆ am+1R ⊆ amR.
Therefore, amR = am+1R = pR and Ram ⊆ Ram+1. Again, (am)∗ aa⊞ = (am)∗
implies that R (am)∗ ⊆ Rp.
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(ii) ⇒ (iii): Since, pR = am+1R, there exist s, t ∈ R such that p = am+1s and
am+1 = pt. Therefore, pam+1 = p2t = pt = am+1. Hence, am+1sam+1 = pam+1 =
am+1, i.e., am+1 ∈ R(1). Using Lemma 2.7, proof of the rest parts can be obtained.
(iii) ⇒ (i): Let am+1 ∈ R(1). Then
(
1−
(
am+1
)(1)
am+1
)
∈
(
am+1
)o
⊆ (am)o ,
which further implies
am
(
am+1
)(1)
am+1 = am. (3)
Using op = o (am) = o
(
am+1
)
, we obtain
(1− p) ∈ op = o (am) ,
(
1−
(
am+1
)(1)
am+1
)
∈o
(
am+1
)
= op = o (am) . (4)
From equation (4), we have
pam = am, am+1
(
am+1
)(1)
p = p, and am+1
(
am+1
)(1)
am = am. (5)
Let y = am
(
am+1
)(1)
p. Using equations (3) and (5), we verify that
yam+1 = am
(
am+1
)(1)
pam+1 = am
(
am+1
)(1)
am+1 = am, and
ay2 = aam
(
am+1
)(1)
pam
(
am+1
)(1)
p = pam
(
am+1
)(1)
p = am
(
am+1
)(1)
p = y.
Now, po ⊆ ((am)∗)
o
implies (1− p) ∈ po ⊆ ((am)∗)
o
, i.e., (am)∗ p = (am)∗ . Hence,
(am)∗ ay = (am)∗ am+1
(
am+1
)(1)
p = (am)∗ p = (am)∗ .
Thus, a⊞ = y = am
(
am+1
)(1)
p. Using equation (3), we obtain
am
(
am+1
)(1)
p = am
(
am+1
)(1)
am+1
(
am+1
)(1)
p.
Next we claim that, the idempotent p is unique. Suppose there exist two idempotents
p1, p2 ∈ R satisfying (ii) and (iii). Then we obtain
p1R = a
mR = p2R, p
o
1 ⊆ ((a
m)∗)
o
and po2 ⊆ ((a
m)∗)
o
.
There exist u, v ∈ R such that p1 = a
mu and p2 = a
mv. Since, (am)∗ p1 = (a
m)∗ =
(am)∗ p2. Therefore, (a
m)∗ amu = (am)∗ amv. Thus amu = amv since R is proper
∗-ring. Using amu = amv, we obtain (u − v) ∈
(
am+1
)0
⊆ (am)0. Consequently,
amu = amv. Now p1 = a
mu = amv = p2 and hence completes the proof.
An equivalent conditions for the existence of weak core inverse is discussed in the
next result.
Theorem 3.5. Let a, z ∈ R. For m,n ∈ N, if
zam+1 = am, az2 = z, (an)∗ az = (an)∗ ,
then a ∈ R⊞.
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Proof. It is sufficient to show only (am)∗az = (am)∗. Using the given hypothesis and
Lemma 2.6, we obtain
(am)∗ az =
(
zam+1
)∗
az =
(
az2am+1
)∗
az =
(
anzn+1am+1
)∗
az
=
(
zn+1am+1
)∗
(an)∗ az =
(
zn+1am+1
)∗
(an)∗
=
(
anzn+1am+1
)∗
=
(
az2am+1
)∗
=
(
zam+1
)∗
= (am)∗ .
The existence of the Drazin inverse through weak core inverse is discussed in the
following proposition.
Proposition 3.6. Let a ∈ R⊞ with indwc(a) = k. Then a ∈ R
D with i(a) = k.
Proof. Let y = a⊞. Then by Lemma 2.6, a ∈ RD and aD = yk+1ak with i(a) ≤ k.
Next we will claim that i(a) = k. Suppose i(a) < k. Now
ak−1 = aDak = yk+1akak = yk
(
yak+1
)
ak−1
= ykakak−1 = yk−1
(
yak+1
)
ak−2 = yk−1akak−2
= . . . = y2aka = yak.
Using Definition 3.1 and Theorem 3.5, we have indwc(a) ≤ k − 1, which is a contra-
diction to the hypothesis. Hence, i(a) = k.
In case of Moore-Penrose inverse, we have the well-known identity (a†)† = a but in
general, (a⊞)⊞ 6= a, we next present an example which shows this fact.
Example 3.7. Let R =M3(R) and A =

0 8 −88 −5 8
8 −5 8

 ∈ R. We can find that
A⊞ =

0 0 00 1/6 1/6
0 1/6 1/6

 , (A⊞)⊞ =

0 0 00 3/2 3/2
0 3/2 3/2

 , and ((A⊞)⊞)⊞ =

0 0 00 1/6 1/6
0 1/6 1/6

 .
It is clear A 6= (A⊞)⊞ and ((A⊞)⊞)⊞ = A⊞.
The weak core inverse of a⊞, that is (a⊞)⊞ is always a2a⊞ and proved below.
Theorem 3.8. Let a ∈ R⊞. Then a⊞ ∈ R⊞ and
(
a⊞
)⊞
= a2a⊞.
Proof. Let x = a⊞ and indwc(a) = k. Then, we have
xak+1 = ak, ax2 = x, and
(
ak
)∗
ax =
(
ak
)∗
.
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Let y = a2x. Then by Lemma 2.6, we obtain
yxk+1 = a2xk+2 = axxk = ax2xk−1 = xk,
xy2 = xa2xa2x = xa2xak+1xk = xa2
(
akxk
)
= xak+1axk = ak+1xk = a2x = y,(
ak
)∗
xy =
(
ak
)∗
xa2x =
(
ak
)∗
xak+1xk =
(
ak
)∗
akxk =
(
ak
)∗
ax =
(
ak
)∗
.
Therefore,
(
a⊞
)⊞
= y = a2x = a2a⊞.
Corollary 3.9. Let a ∈ R be weak core invertible. Then
((
a⊞
)⊞)⊞
= a⊞.
Proof. Let b = a⊞. Then using Theorem 3.8 and Lemma 2.6, we have
((
a⊞
)⊞)⊞
=
(
b⊞
)⊞
= b2b⊞ =
(
a⊞
)2 (
a⊞
)⊞
=
(
a⊞
)2 (
a2a⊞
)
=
(
a⊞
)2
a
(
aa⊞
)
=
(
a⊞
)2
a
(
ak
(
a⊞
)k)
= a⊞a⊞ak+1
(
a⊞
)k
= a⊞ak
(
a⊞
)k
= a⊞aa⊞ = a⊞.
If a ∈ R⊞, then weak group, group and weak core inverse of a⊞ are coincides, which
proved in the below result.
Theorem 3.10. Let a ∈ R. If a ∈ R⊞, then
(
a⊞
)w○
=
(
a⊞
)#
= a2a⊞ =
(
a⊞
)⊞
.
Proof. Let a ∈ R⊞ and indwc(a) = k. Then a
⊞a2a⊞a⊞ = a⊞aa⊞ = a⊞,
a2a⊞a⊞a2a⊞ = aa⊞a2a⊞ = aa⊞ak+1(a⊞)k = ak+1(a⊞)k = a2a⊞, and
a⊞a2a⊞ = a⊞ak+1
(
a⊞
)k
= ak
(
a⊞
)k
= a2(a⊞)2 = a2a⊞a⊞.
Thus a⊞ is group invertible and
(
a⊞
)#
= a2a⊞. Hence by Proposition 2.11 and The-
orem 3.8, we obtain
(
a⊞
)w○
=
(
a⊞
)#
= a2a⊞.
Using the Drazin inverse and {1, 3}-inverse, we can construct the weak core inverse
as follows.
Theorem 3.11. Let a ∈ RD with i(a) = k. If (ak)(1,3) exists, then a ∈ R⊞. Moreover,
a⊞ = aDak
(
ak
)(1,3)
and aa⊞ = ak
(
ak
)(1,3)
.
Proof. Let y = aDak
(
ak
)(1,3)
. Then
yak+1 = aDak
(
ak
)(1,3)
ak+1 = aDak+1 = ak,
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ay2 = aaDak
(
ak
)(1,3)
aDak
(
ak
)(1,3)
= aDaak
(
ak
)(1,3)
akaD
(
ak
)(1,3)
= aDaakaD
(
ak
)(1,3)
= aDaaDak
(
ak
)(1,3)
= aDak
(
ak
)(1,3)
= y,
and
(
ak
)∗
ay =
(
ak
)∗
aaDak
(
ak
)(1,3)
=
(
ak
)∗
aDaak
(
ak
)(1,3)
=
(
ak
)∗
ak
(
ak
)(1,3)
=
(
ak
)∗(
ak
(
ak
)(1,3))∗
=
(
ak(ak)(1,3)ak
)∗
=
(
ak
)∗
.
Hence a⊞ = aDak
(
ak
)(1,3)
and indwc(a) ≤ k. In addition aa
⊞ = aaDak
(
ak
)(1,3)
=
ak
(
ak
)(1,3)
.
Corollary 3.12. Let a ∈ RD with i(a) = k. If (ak)† exists, then a⊞ = aDak
(
ak
)†
and aa⊞ = ak
(
ak
)†
.
Remark 3.13. Let a ∈ RD with i(a) = k. If (ak)(1,3) exists, then a ∈ R †○ ∩R⊞ and
a⊞ = a †○.
In view of Corollary 3.12 and Proposition 2.8, we have the following result.
Lemma 3.14. Let a ∈ RD with i(a) = k. If (ak)† exists, then
(a⊞)k = (aD)kak(ak)† = (ak)#ak(ak)† = (ak)#○.
Corollary 3.15. Let a ∈ RD with i(a) = k. If ak ∈ R#∩R†, then a⊞ = aDak
(
ak
)#○
.
Proof. Using Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 2.8, we obtain
ak
(
ak
)#○
= ak
(
ak
)#
ak
(
ak
)†
= ak
(
aD
)k
ak
(
ak
)†
= aaDak
(
ak
)†
= ak
(
ak
)†
.
Applying Corollary 3.12, we have a⊞ = aDak
(
ak
)#○
.
The existence and construction weak core inverse via the core inverse is discussed
in next result.
Theorem 3.16. Let a ∈ R. If ak ∈ R#○, then a ∈ R⊞ and a⊞ = ak−1
(
ak
)#○
.
Proof. Let ak ∈ R#○. Then
(
ak
)#○ (
ak
)2
= ak, ak
((
ak
)#○)2
=
(
ak
)#○
and
(
ak
(
ak
)#○)∗
= ak
(
ak
)#○
. (6)
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Assume that x = ak−1
(
ak
)#○
. Then using Proposition 2.8 and equation (6), we obtain
xak+1 = ak−1
(
ak
)#○
ak+1 = ak−1
(
ak
)#
ak
(
ak
)†
ak+1 = ak−1
(
ak
)#
ak+1
= ak−1
(
aD
)k
ak+1 = ak,
ax2 = a
(
ak−1
(
ak
)#○)2
= ak
(
ak
)#○
ak−1
(
ak
)#○
= ak
(
ak
)#○
ak−1ak
((
ak
)#○)2
= ak−1
(
ak
)#○
= x,
(
ak
)∗
ax =
(
ak
)∗
ak
(
ak
)#○
=
(
ak
)∗(
ak
(
ak
)#○)∗
=
(
ak
(
ak
)#○
ak
)∗
=
(
ak
)∗
.
Hence, a ∈ R⊞ and a⊞ = x = ak−1
(
ak
)#○
.
The the explicit expression for weak core inverse and power of weak core inverse are
proved in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.17. Let a ∈ R⊞. Then an ∈ R⊞ and
(
a⊞
)n
= (an)⊞ for all n ≥ 1.
Moreover, a⊞ = an−1 (an)⊞ .
Proof. Let a ∈ R⊞ and indwc(a) = m. Setting y =
(
a⊞
)n
, we have
y (an)m+1 =
(
a⊞
)n
(an)m+1 =
(
a⊞
)n−1
a⊞am+1a(n−1)(m+1)
=
(
a⊞
)n−1
ama(n−1)(m+1) =
(
a⊞
)n−2
a⊞am+1ama(n−2)(m+1)
=
(
a⊞
)n−2
(am)2 a(n−2)(m+1) = · · · = a⊞ (am)n−1 am+1
= a⊞am+1 (am)n−1 = am (am)n−1 = (am)n
= (an)m ,
and
any2 = an
(
a⊞
)n (
a⊞
)n
= aa⊞
(
a⊞
)n
= a
(
a⊞
)2 (
a⊞
)n−1
=
(
a⊞
)n
= y.
Since nm ≥ m, applying Lemma 2.6, we have
(anm)∗ any = (anm)∗ an
(
a⊞
)n
= (anm)∗ aa⊞ =
(
anm−m
)∗
(am)∗ aa⊞
=
(
anm−m
)∗
(am)∗ = (anm)∗ .
Hence by Definition 3.1, we claim that an ∈ R⊞ and (an)⊞ = y =
(
a⊞
)n
. Conversely,
let indwc (a
n) = l and z = (an)⊞ . Then by Definition 3.1, we have
z (an)l+1 = (an)l , anz2 = z, and
(
anl
)∗
anz =
(
anl
)∗
.
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Suppose that x = an−1z. Now, we have
xanl+1 = an−1zanl+1 = an−1anz2anl+1 = an−1anzzanl+1
= an−1
(
a2nzz2
)
anl+1 = · · · = an−1
(
alnzzl
)
anl+1
= anl+n−1zl+1anla = anl+n−1zl+1 (an)l a
= anl+n−1 (an)D a = (an)D anl+n = (an)D (an)l+1 = (an)l
= anl,
ax2 = aan−1zan−1z = anzan−1z = anzan−1
(
anz2
)
= anzan−1
(
(an)l+1 zl+2
)
= an
(
z (an)l+1
)
an−1zl+2
= ananlan−1zl+2 = an−1
(
(an)l+1 zl+2
)
= an−1z = x,
and
(
anl
)∗
ax =
(
anl
)∗
anz =
(
anl
)∗
.
Hence, a⊞ = x = an−1z = an−1 (an)⊞ .
Remark 3.18. The above theorem need not be true in general if we use two different
elements a and b in R⊞, i.e., (ab)⊞ 6= a⊞b⊞, when a 6= b.
In support of the Remark 3.18, the following example is worked-out.
Example 3.19. Let R =M3(R). Clearly R is a proper ∗ ring with transpose as an
involution. Consider A =

−3 −3 −11 1 1
0 0 0

 and B =

 3 1 0−3 −1 0
2 −2 0

. We can verify
that
A⊞ =

−9/20 3/20 03/20 −1/20 0
0 0 0

 , and B⊞ =

 1/12 −1/12 1/6−1/12 1/12 −1/6
1/6 −1/6 1/3


are respectively the weak inverse of A and B. Also we can see that

−1/8 1/8 01/8 −1/8 0
0 0 0

 = (AB)⊞ 6= A⊞ B⊞ =

−1/20 1/20 −1/101/60 −1/60 1/30
0 0 0

 .
The additive property, (a + b)⊞ 6= a⊞ + b⊞ for weak core inverse does not hold in
general, as shown in the below example.
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Example 3.20. Let A and B defined as in Example 3.19. We can see that

−1/4 −1/4 1/4−1/4 −1/4 −1/4
−1/2 1/2 1/2

 = (A+B)⊞ 6= A⊞ +B⊞ =

−11/30 1/15 1/61/15 1/30 −1/6
1/6 −1/6 1/3


Now we discuss a few sufficient conditions for the additive property.
Theorem 3.21. Let a, b ∈ R⊞ with ab = 0 = ba and a∗b = 0. Then (a+b)⊞ = a⊞+b⊞.
Proof. Suppose that ab = 0 = ba and a∗b = 0 = (a∗b)∗ = b∗a. Using these hypotheses,
we have
ab⊞ = ab
(
b⊞
)2
= 0,
ba⊞ = ba
(
a⊞
)2
= 0,
b⊞a = b⊞bb⊞a = b⊞
(
b⊞
)∗
b∗a = 0,
a⊞b = a⊞aa⊞b = a⊞
(
a⊞
)∗
a∗b = 0,
a⊞b⊞ = a⊞
(
a⊞
)∗
a∗b
(
b⊞
)2
= 0,
b⊞a⊞ = b⊞
(
b⊞
)∗
b∗a
(
a⊞
)2
= 0.
Let indwc(a) = k1, indwc(b) = k2 and k = max(k1, k2). Using Lemma 2.6, we obtain
ak
(
a⊞
)k
ak = ak and bk
(
b⊞
)k
bk = bk.
Now, we have
(a+ b)k
((
a⊞
)k
+
(
b⊞
)k)
(a+ b)k
=
(
ak + bk
)((
a⊞
)k
+
(
b⊞
)k)(
ak + bk
)
=
(
ak
(
a⊞
)k
+ bk
(
b⊞
)k)(
ak + bk
)
=
(
aa⊞ + bb⊞
)(
ak + bk
)
= aa⊞ak + bb⊞bk = ak
(
a⊞
)k
ak + bk
(
b⊞
)k
bk
= ak + bk,
and
(
(a+ b)k
((
a⊞
)k
+
(
b⊞
)k))∗
=
(
aa⊞ + bb⊞
)∗
=
(
aa⊞
)∗
+
(
bb⊞
)∗
= aa⊞ + bb⊞
= (a+ b)k
((
a⊞
)k
+
(
b⊞
)k)
.
Therefore,
(
a⊞
)k
+
(
b⊞
)k
is {1, 3} inverse of (a+ b)k. Using Lemma 2.4, Theorem 3.11
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and Corollary 3.15, we have
(a+ b)⊞ = (a+ b)D(a+ b)k
((
a⊞
)k
+
(
b⊞
)k)
=
(
aD + bD
) (
ak + bk
)((
a⊞
)k
+
(
b⊞
)k)
=
(
aDak + bDbk
)((
a⊞
)k
+
(
b⊞
)k)
= aDak
(
a⊞
)k
+ bDbk
(
b⊞
)k
= aDak
(
ak
)#○
+ bDbk
(
bk
)#○
= a⊞ + b⊞.
4. Central weak core inverse
In this section we introduce central weak core inverse in proper ∗-ring. Several char-
acterization of it and its relation with other generalized inverses are presented. This
section begins with the following definition.
Definition 4.1. Let a ∈ R. An element x ∈ R satisfying
ax ∈ C(R), xak+1 = ak, xax = x, (ax)∗ = (ax) for some k ≥ 1,
is called the central weak core inverse of a, and denoted by a⊟. The smallest positive
integer k satisfying the above equations, is called index (central weak core index) of a
and it is denoted by indcw(a).
We denote the set of all central weak core invertible elements in R by R⊟. Next,
we discuss a few basic properties of the central weak core inverse.
Proposition 4.2. Let a ∈ R be central weak core invertible and x = a⊟. Then the
following assertions hold:
(i) ax2 = x;
(ii) ax = xa;
(iii) x2a = x;
(iv) xa2x = ax.
Proof. (i) Let x = a⊟. Using the centrality of ax, we obtain x = xax = axx = ax2.
(ii) From the Definition 4.1 and Lemma 2.6, we have
ax = a(xax) = a(ax)x = a2x2 = · · · = akxk = xak+1xx = · · · = xa2x
= xa(ax) = x(ax)a = xa.
(iii) x2a = xxa = xax = x.
(iv) Using (ii), we have xa2x = xaax = axax = ax.
The uniqueness of the central weak core inverse is proved in the next result.
Theorem 4.3. Let a ∈ R⊟. Then the central weak core inverse of a is unique.
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Proof. Suppose there exist two inverses say x and y. Then by Lemma 2.6, we obtain
x = xax = xak+1xk+1 = akxk+1 = yak+1xk+1 = yax = axy
= xay = xak+1yk+1 = akyk+1 = yak+1yk+1 = yay = y.
In view of Proposition 4.2, the following results can be easily verified.
Theorem 4.4. If a ∈ R is central weak core invertible, then
(i) a is core-EP invertible and a †○ = a⊟;
(ii) a is central Drazin invertible a d○ = a⊟;
(iii) a is Drazin invertible aD = a⊟.
In a special case we can easily prove the following result for k = 1.
Proposition 4.5. Let a ∈ R⊟ and indcw(a) = 1. Then
(i) a ∈ R# ∩R#○ ∩R†;
(ii) a# = a#○ = a† = a⊟;
(iii) a is an EP element.
The following results provide us, necessary and sufficient condition for an element
a ∈ R⊟ to be core-EP invertible.
Proposition 4.6. Let a ∈ R. Then a ∈ R⊟ if and only if a ∈ R †○ and aa †○ is central.
The proof follows from the definition of central weak core inverse and core-EP
inverse.
Theorem 4.7. Every core-EP invertible element of R is central weak core invertible
if and only if R is abelian.
Proof. If R is abelian, then it is trivial that every weak core element is also central
weak core element.
Conversely, assume that a ∈ R †○ ⊆ R⊟. Now we will prove that R is abelian.
Suppose that R is not an abelian. Then aa⊟ 6= a⊟a. This shows that a /∈ R⊟, which
is a contraction.
A few characterization of the central weak core inverse are presented in the following
results.
Lemma 4.8. Let a ∈ R be central weak core invertible with indcw(a) = k. For m ≥ k
and b ∈ R, if amb ∈ C(R) or bam ∈ C(R), then amb = bam.
Proof. Let amb ∈ C(R). Then by centrality of aa⊟, we have
bam = ba⊟am+1 = baa⊟am = aa⊟bam = am(a⊟)mbam = (a⊟)m(amb)am
= (a⊟)mam(amb) = a⊟aamb = amb.
Similarly, we can show that if bam ∈ C(R) then amb = bam.
Theorem 4.9. Let a ∈ R be central weak core invertible with indcw(a) = k. Then
o (am) = (am)o = o
(
a⊟
)
=
(
a⊟
)o
for any integer m ≥ k.
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Proof. Let b ∈ (am)o. Then amb = 0 ∈ C(R). Hence, a⊟b =
((
a⊟
)m+1
am
)
b =(
a⊟
)m+1
(amb) = 0. Using Lemma 4.8, we have bam = amb = 0, which yields (am)o ⊆(
a⊟
)o
and (am)o ⊆ o (am) . Similarly, it can be verified that
(
a⊟
)o
⊆ (am)o and
o (am) ⊆ (am)o . Thus, o (am) = (am)o =
(
a⊟
)o
. Since am = a⊟am+1 and a⊟ =
a(a⊟)2 = am(a⊟)m+1, it follows that o
(
a⊟
)
= o (am) . Hence completes the proof.
Likewise, the weak core inverse, the central weak core inverse also not following the
property (a⊟)⊟ = a for all a ∈ R.
Theorem 4.10. Let a ∈ R⊟. Then a⊟ ∈ R⊟. In particular,
(
a⊟
)⊟
= a2a⊟.
Proof. Let x = a⊟ and indcw(a) = k. From ax ∈ C(R), we have tax = axt for every
t ∈ R. Let y = a2x. Then using Proposition 4.2, we obtain
txy = t
(
xa2x
)
= t(ax) = (ax)t =
(
xa2x
)
t = xyt.
Thus, xy ∈ C(R). Now, we have
yxy = a2xxa2x = a2
(
x2a
)
ax = a2xax = a2x = y,
(xy)∗ =
(
xa2x
)∗
= (ax)∗ = ax = xa2x = xy.
Following the similar technique as in the proof of Theorem 3.8, we can show that
yxk+1 = xk. Hence,
(a⊟)⊟ = x⊟ = y = a2a⊟.
Using the similar lines of Corollary 3.9, one can prove the following result.
Corollary 4.11. Let a ∈ R⊟. Then
((
a⊟
)⊟)⊟
= a⊟.
The power of central weak core inverse and central weak core inverse of power of
an element can be switched without changing the result.
Theorem 4.12. Let a ∈ R⊟. Then an ∈ R⊟ and (an)⊟ =
(
a⊟
)n
for any positive
integer n.
Proof. Let a ∈ R⊟ with indcw(a) = m and y =
(
a⊟
)n
. Since aa⊟ ∈ C(R), it follows
that taa⊟ = aa⊟t for all t ∈ R. Using Proposition 4.2 and Lemma 2.6, we have
tan
(
a⊟
)n
= t
(
aa⊟
)n
=
(
aa⊟
)n
t = an
(
a⊟
)n
t.
Hence, an
(
a⊟
)n
∈ C(R). Further,
yany =
(
a⊟
)n
an
(
a⊟
)n
=
(
a⊟
)n
aa⊟ =
(
a⊟
(
a⊟
)n)n
= y,
(any)∗ =
(
an
(
a⊟
)n)∗
=
(
aa⊟
)∗
= aa⊟ = an
(
a⊟
)n
= any.
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With the help of the proof of Theorem 3.17, we can establish that y (an)m+1 = (an)m ,
which proves the theorem.
Remark 4.13. The above theorem need not be true if we use two different elements
a and b in R⊟, i.e., (ab)⊟ 6= a⊟b⊟, when a 6= b.
The above remark is validated by the following example.
Example 4.14. Let R =M3(R) and A =

−1 0 1−1 −1 0
−1 0 1

, B =

 0 1 00 0 0
−2 1 2

. It is
easy to verify
A⊟ =

0 0 00 −1 0
0 0 0

 , and B⊟ =

0 0 00 0 0
0 0 1/2

 ,
are respectively the central weak core inverse of A and B. However,

0 0 00 −1 0
0 0 0

 = (AB)⊟ 6= A⊟ B⊟ =

0 0 00 0 0
0 0 0

 .
The construction of central weak core inverse via {1, 3}-inverse and central Drazin
inverse is discussed in the following result.
Theorem 4.15. Let a ∈ R be central Drazin invertible with Drazin index i(a) = k.
If (ak)(1,3) exists, then a⊟ = a d○ak
(
ak
)(1,3)
. Moreover, aa⊟ = ak
(
ak
)(1,3)
.
Proof. Let y = a d○ak
(
ak
)(1,3)
. Then using the similar technique as in Theorem 3.11,
we obtain yak+1 = ak. Next we will claim that ay ∈ C(R). Using the centrality of
aa d○, we obtain
ay = aa d○ak
(
ak
)(1,3)
= ak
(
ak
)(1,3)
aa d○ = ak
(
ak
)(1,3)
ak
(
a d○
)k
= ak
(
a d○
)k
= aa d○ ∈ C(R).
Again, using Proposition 2.13, we have
yay = ay2 = aa d○a d○ak
(
ak
)(1,3)
= a d○aa d○ak
(
ak
)(1,3)
= a d○ak
(
ak
)(1,3)
= y,
(ay)∗ =
(
aa d○ak
(
ak
)(1,3))∗
=
(
ak
(
ak
)(1,3))∗
= ak
(
ak
)(1,3)
= aa d○ak
(
ak
)(1,3)
= ay.
Moreover, aa⊟ = aa d○ak
(
ak
)(1,3)
= a d○ak+1
(
ak
)(1,3)
= ak
(
ak
)(1,3)
.
Corollary 4.16. Let a ∈ R d○ with indcd(a) = k. If (a
k)† exists, then a⊟ = a d○ak
(
ak
)†
and aa⊟ = ak
(
ak
)†
.
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From Corollary 4.16, we can derive the following result.
Lemma 4.17. Let a ∈ R d○ with indcd(a) = k. If (a
k)† exists, then (a⊟)k =
(a d○)kak(ak)† = (ak)#ak(ak)† = (ak)#○.
Corollary 4.18. Let a ∈ R d○ with indcd(a) = k. If a
k ∈ R# ∩ R†, then a⊟ =
a d○ak
(
ak
)#○
.
Proof. Using Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.14, we obtain
ak
(
ak
)#○
= ak
(
ak
)#
ak
(
ak
)†
= ak
(
a d○
)k
ak
(
ak
)†
= aa d○ak
(
ak
)†
= ak
(
ak
)†
.
Applying Corollary 4.16, we have a⊟ = a d○ak
(
ak
)#○
.
Now we will discuss the additive property of central weak core inverse. In general
the additive property does not hold as shown in the below example.
Example 4.19. Let R = M3(R) and A =

0 −1 00 0 0
4 3 −3

, B =

 0 −2 00 0 0
−2 −1 −1

.
We can find that
A⊟ =

0 0 00 0 0
0 0 −1/3

 and B⊟ =

0 0 00 0 0
0 0 −1

 .
But

0 0 00 0 0
0 0 −1/4

 = (A+B)⊟ 6= A⊟ +B⊟ =

0 0 00 0 0
0 0 −4/3

 .
Next, we discuss the additive property of central Drazin inverse which is an essential
result for proving additive property of central weak core inverse.
Lemma 4.20. Let a, b ∈ R d○ with ab = 0 = ba. Then (a+ b) ∈ R d○ and (a+ b) d○ =
a d○ + b d○.
Proof. Let ab = 0 = ba. Then using Prosition 2.13, we can easily get a d○b = 0 = ba d○
and ab d○ = 0 = b d○a. Now
(a+ b)(a d○ + b d○) = aa d○ + bb d○ = a d○a+ b d○b+ a d○b+ b d○a = (a d○ + b d○)(a+ b),
(a d○ + b d○)(a+ b)(a d○ + b d○) = a d○aa d○ + b d○bb d○ = a d○ + b d○, and
(a d○ + b d○)(a+ b) = a d○a+ b d○b ∈ C(R).
Hence (a+ b) ∈ R d○ and (a+ b) d○ = a d○ + b d○.
In view of Theorem 4.15, Lemma 4.17, Lemma 4.20, and applying the similar lines
of Theorem 3.21, the following result can be established.
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Theorem 4.21. Let a, b ∈ R⊟ with ab = 0 = ba and a∗b = 0. Then (a+ b) ∈ R⊟ and
(a+ b)⊟ = a⊟ + b⊟.
5. Conclusion
We have presented the notion of weak core and central weak core inverse in a proper
∗-ring. Using such concepts, several characterizations in connection to other gener-
alized inverses are established. The additive property of these class of inverses are
demonstrated. A few numerical examples are provided to validate some of our claims
and remarks. We pose the following problems for further research perspective, which
has not addressed in this paper.
• It will be interesting to investigate the reverse order law for these classes of
inverses (see Remark 3.18 and Remark 4.13).
• To study these classes of inverses in the framework of complex matrices and
tensors.
• To establish weighted weak core and central weak core inverses.
• Partial ordering for these classes of inverses would interesting for studies.
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